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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the use of architectural transformations
for the low power realization of LMS Adaptive Filter on
dedicated datapath architectures. New low power arithmetic
operators, which maintains the pure form of an array multiplier,
and an efficient adder are used as basic modules in the LMS
filter structure. We report power savings using the proposed
methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of the Least Mean Square LMS
Adaptive filter through dedicated architectures is discussed. The
main goal is to reduce the power consumption by the use of
transformation techniques. This type of filter is the most popular
and widely used because of its simplicity and robustness [1],
[2]. Since multiplier modules are common to this type of
algorithm, one of the low power techniques used in this work is
the use of low power multiplier architectures [3]. As observed
in this paper, LMS Adaptive filter architectures that use the
multiplier of [3] are more efficient than those that use the
common Booth multiplier. We have tested the use of low
power arithmetic modules in combinations of Fully-Sequential
and Semi-Parallel architectures.

Fig 1. Datapath of Fully-Sequential LMS Adaptive Filter

2. DEDICATED LMS ADAPTIVE FILTER
DATAPATH IMPLEMENTATION
The LMS adaptive algorithm is a convenient method of
adapting the coefficients of a finite impulse response FIR filter
[1], [2]. Equation 1 describes this algorithm, where ω(n) =
[ω0(n), ω1(n), .., ωN-1(n)]T are coefficients and x(n) = [x(n), x(n1), …., x n – N + 1 ]T are the input data samples currently in
filter memory, d(n) is the desired response, N is the filter length,
and µ is the algorithm step size.
ω (n+1) = ω(n) + µ. d(n) - ωT (n)x(n)). x(n)

1

We have implemented two different 16-bit 8-order
dedicated architectures for the Equation 1. The first type is the
Fully-Sequential architecture, as a manner to reduce hardware
requirements for the LMS Adaptive filter algorithm, shown in
Figure 1. In this implementation the basic idea is to re-use as
much of the hardware as possible. In this architecture, 4 clock
cycles are necessary for a full calculation 64 cycles for the FIR
computation, 1 cycle for the error calculation, 1 cycle for the
updating coefficient evaluation and 8 cycles for the new
coefficients calculation .
In order to speed-up the Adaptive filter calculation, we have
experimented a Semi-Parallel architecture. In this architecture,
shown in Figure 2, hardware requirements in terms of arithmetic
operators are duplicated with respect to the Fully-Sequential,
allowing two samples to be processed simultaneously. Thus, the
full filter operation can be performed using 42 clock cycles 32
cycles for the FIR calculation and 10 cycles for the other
operations as in the Fully-Sequential circuit .

Fig 2. Datapath of Semi-Parallel LMS Adaptive Filter

3. RELATED WORK ON LMS ADAPTIVE FILTER
REALIZATION
Various architectures have been used in LMS Adaptive
filter realizations [4], [5]. The work proposed in this paper will
be based on some transformation, specially the techniques that
target the increase in performance and switching activity
reduction. In our work, we experiment the use of low power
arithmetic operators in the dedicated LMS Adaptive filter
architectures. In a previous work, Carry Save and Wallace tree
multipliers are experimented as arithmetic operators for nonadaptive and adaptive filter implementations [6]. However,
when power consumption is the primary concern, Booth
multiplier has been the primary choice [ ]. In [8] Booth
multiplier was used as a module of a LMS Adaptive filter
architecture. In our work, we propose the use of a more
efficient multiplier architecture in the structure of FullySequential and Semi-Parallel LMS Adaptive filter
implementations.
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4. LOW POWER ARITHMETIC OPERATORS
For the operation of a radix-2m multiplication, the operands
are split into group of m bits. Each of these groups can be seen
as representing a digit in a radix-2m. The radix-2m operation in
2´s complement representation by using the methodology of [3]
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Although LMS Adaptive filter architecture with the array
operators present higher area, these architectures permit a
higher operating frequency than the architectures with Booth
operators, as shown in Table 1. In the Semi-Parallel architecture
case, a reduction occurs due to where the higher number of
MBA adders and the multiplier circuit present in the critical
path contributes for a lower delay value in the filter circuit.

5.3 Power per sample results

Fig 3. Example of a 2´s complement 8-bit wide radix-16
multiplication

As can be observed in Table 1, with the use of the array
multiplier power per sample savings are achievable in the FullySequential and Semi-Parallel LMS Adaptive filter architectures.
This occurs because multiplier circuits are the main responsible
for the power consumption in the filter architectures and the
array multiplier consumes less power due to the simplest
structure and smaller critical path and delay values. This power
reduction is mainly due to the lower logic depth of the array
multiplier structure which has a big impact on the reduction of
the amount of glitching in the filter circuits. As observed in
Table 1, the Semi-Parallel architecture presents more power
reduction due to the higher number of multipliers in the filter
circuit.

The radix-4 Booth's algorithm also called Modified Booth
has been presented in [ ]. In this architecture it is possible to
reduce the number of partial products by encoding the two's
complement multiplier. In the circuit the control signals
0,+X,+2X,-X and -2X are generated from the multiplier
operand for each group of 3-b.
One of the major speed enhancement techniques used in
modern digital circuits is the ability to add numbers with
minimal carry propagation. In this work, we have used in the
LMS Adaptive filter architectures, a more efficient multiplexerbased full adder MBA [9] rather than the conventional Ripple
Carry adder RCA .

In this work, different dedicated architectures for LMS
Adaptive filter were implemented. Power optimization
techniques were tested including architectural exploration. Low
power arithmetic operators were experimented in the filter
architectures, by using the array m=2 and Modified Booth
operators. Results showed that, despite higher area shown by
the architectures with the array operators, these architectures
can present higher frequency and less and power consumption.
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5.1. Area results
Table 1 presents area results for the LMS Adaptive filter
architectures using the array m=2 and Modified Booth
operators. As can be observed in this table, there is significant
area difference between the architectures with these operators.
The Fully-Sequential and Semi-Parallel architectures which
use the array multiplier operators present more area. This due
to the fact that the basic multiplier modules in the array
multipliers require more area than the Booth circuits.

5.2 Maximum operating frequency results
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